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Civil Engineer 

Career objectives:

Obtain a position as Civil Engineer in an efficient professional work environment and looking forward to gain more

experience in my field, to enable me to get higher positions in the near future. In addition, I hope to work in a

multidisciplinary environment and acquire the knowledge and skills throughout work experience that would allow

me to practice in associated area of science, engineering, sales, marketing or management. 

Personal Information: 

 Place & date of birth: UAE, 12.12.1990.

 Nationality: Jordanian.

 Marital Status: Single.

 Address: Abu Dhabi, UAE.

 Driving License: Hold a driving license

Strengths:   

 Able to manage multiple tasks with a high degree of efficiency.

 Strong organizational skills.

 Highly motivated.

 Excellent verbal and electronic communication skills.

 Able to work under pressure.

 Able to analyze and control the site problems in a high-quality manner.

 Good and fast learner and like to learn new things in my field.

 Good team player.

 Excellent English communications.

Education Certificates: 

 Civil  Engineering  Certificate  (Philadelphia  University  2010-2015),  Amman  Jordon.  With  average  degree

(70.4%).

 High School Certificate – Science Section (Delma Island School / 2008).



WORK EXPERIENCE 

It  has  been  training  in  General  Contracting  for  four  months  in  the  city  of  Alain  and  find  out

construction  work  and the  work  of  finishing and Quantities  for  Reinforcement  and knowledge  of

reading plans and Quantities for ConcreteI have worked in the company Nile bin Harmel)NBH) in the

city of Alainfor a period of  one year  is responsible for residential areas in Zayed City and military

training at the expense of the quantities and I Work in revival consult company  for 8 months design

and review reports And calculate the amounts for any project villa or a building to know the limits of

drilling stations and center of base and of knowledge management work for Footing Papers, Formwork

Papers

Bachelor Graduation Project: 

The building is villa, consists of two floors, in addition to the basement.
Building structure consists of (Single foundations, columns, slabs) all of it 
composed of reinforced concrete.
In the all faces of the building Surrounded by bomber stone.

Languages: 

Computer Skills:

1. Microsoft Office (MS Word, MS excel, MS power point).

2. Primavera.

3. AutoCAD.

4. Quantity Surveying and Reading Charts.

5. Design and Construction – Quality Project Management and

6. Quality Management Processes and Audit Check List per ISO.

Mother tongue(s) Arabic

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading
Spoken

interaction

Spoken

production
English Excellent Excellent Very good Very good Excellent 


